
r City of
S Pitt Meadows

THE TWwt^ PLACE
Staff Report to Council

Financial Services

REPORT DATE:

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

February 04, 2020 MEETING DATE:

Mayor and Council

Cheryl Harding, Director of Financial Services

2019 Investment Update

FILE: 05-1860-01/20

February 25, 2020

CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER REVIEW/APPROVAL:

RECOMMENDATION(S): THAT Council:

A. Receive for information the "2019 Investment Update" Staff Report dated
February 4, 2020; OR

B. Other.

PURPOSE

In accordance with the City's investment policy, the purpose of this report is to provide
an overview of the performance of the investment portfolio for 2019, as well as to

identify investments held at December 31, 2019 and to disclose variances, if any, from
the investment policy.

D Decision Report Direction ReportInformation Report

DISCUSSION

Background:

The City has worked with CIBC Wood Gundy as its investment advisor since 1999. As
part of the arrangement, their representative provides an annual report on investment

along with a verbal update to Council. In 2017, staff compared the investment service

the City is receiving to the market through the public procurement process and it was
determined the City continues to receive the best value from CIBC Wood Gundy.
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Relevant Policy, Bylaw or Legislation:

The current investment policy C055 is included as Attachment B which provides
direction to staff and CIBC Wood Gundy in regards to balancing the components of
liquidity needs, investment security and maximization of interest earnings and rate of

return.

Analysis:

The investment portfolio consists of reserve balances, collected DCCs and the working

capital of the City. These funds are invested based on the investment policy. The
policy provides direction to balance the needs of liquidity with the security investments
and to maximize the rate of return.

The income earned on the investments is allocated to the individual reserve funds

based on the reserve fund balance. The better the investments perform the more is

allocated to reserve, which in turn reduces the pressure for reserve funding to come

from general revenue. The intent of allocating interest to reserves is to recognize the

cost of money (i.e. interest that could be earned if the reserve amounts were invested

individually) and to ensure the reserve's 'buying power' does not diminish over time.

Performance

The 2019 yearend performance report and related information has been provided by
Mr. Randy Clowes, the City's CIBC Wood Gundy representative, and is enclosed as

Attachment A. The performance benchmark for the annual return, as per the

agreement with CIBC Wood Gundy, is the blended return on the Municipal Finance
Authority's pooled funds.

For 2019 the annual rate of return as noted in the letter from Mr. Clowes was 2.60%

and is compared with the benchmark and prior year as follows:

1. MFA Benchmark-2.28%

2. CIBCWoodGundy2019-2.60%

3. CIBCWoodGundy2018-1.76%

The nuances of bond pricing are complex, but in simple terms, the City achieved a
higher yield in 2019 than 2018 due to the abrupt halt on rising rates via the Bank of
Canada.

The rate of return the City achieves reflects the interest received during the year plus
the market value of investments held at the end of the year.

While the market value of investments will fluctuate with market conditions, the City's
normal approach is to buy and hold investment instruments to maturity in order to

realize the effective rate of return at purchase. For accounting purposes, the

investment income as reflected in the annual financial statements is inclusive of bank

interest, bond interest and accounting adjustments for accrued interest and

amortization of discounts and premiums on the purchase of applicable instruments.
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Therefore, short term fluctuations in market value tend to not impact the City's real

return over the life of the investment.

Investment Held

The best investment strategy matches investment maturities with short-term operating

cash flow needs and anticipated capital purchases in order to achieve the highest
performance yield while ensuring cash is available when needed.

The market value of investments held at December 31, 201 9 was $48.5 million:

• $30 million or 62% were held in cash or cash equivalents that are either high

interest savings, expire within one year or are readily convertible to cash. The

amount currently available in cash and cash equivalents are sufficient to meet

short-term operating cash flow requirements. This value is higher than last

year's value which was $24.5 million due to the timing of investments having

matured and forecasted cash flow needs.

• $16.5 million or 34% were invested in short-term instruments such as Strip

Bonds, Canadian Bank paper, GICs and Principal Protected Notes and expire in

the two to three year range.

• $2 million or 4% was invested in Mutual Funds in 2017 which expires in 2020.

COUNCIL STRATEGIC PLAN ALIGNMENT

D Principled Governance D Balanced Economic Prosperity S Corporate Excellence

D Community Spirit & Wellbeing D Transportation & Infrastructure Initiatives

D Not Applicable

FINANCIAL IMPUCATIQNS

None D Budget Previously Approved D Referral to Business Planning

D Other

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

Inform D Consult D Involve D Collaborate D Empower

Comment(s):

Annual update on the responsible management of public funds.
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KATZIE FIRST NATION CONSIDERATIONS

Referral D Yes S No

SIGN-OFFS

Written by:

Cheryl Harding, Director of Financial Services

ATTACHMENTS):

A. Letter from Mr. Randy Clowes - CIBC Wood Gundy dated January 24, 2020

B. C055 Investment Policy
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CIBC

ATTACHMENT

PRIVATE WEALTH CIBC WOOD GU N DY
MANAGEMENT

CIBC World Markets Inc.
Suite 400

1285 West Pender Street
Vancouver, BC V6E 4B1

Tel: 604 685-3434
Fax: 604 689-3434

Toll Free: 1 800661-9442

January 24, 2020

City ofPitt Meadows
Attn: Cheryl Harding, Director of Finance

12007 Harris Road
Pitt Meadows, B.C.
V3Y 2B5

Dear Cheryl,

Please find attached the year-end performance reports and other supporting data for the past year.
For the year ended December 31, 2019 the annual return on the portfolio was 2.60%

I was able to provide a margin of incremental return above the benchmarks. The weighted

comparison with the MFA data was a blended return of 2.28%.

If we take an average portfolio value of $38 million for the past year, the incremental return was:

Blended rate: Interest Earned:

CIBC Wood Gundy 2.60% $988k
MFA 2.28% $866k
Net gain: $122k

The yield increase was attributed to the abrupt halt on rising rates via the Bank of Canada. In 2018

we started to see rates rise (two quarter point increases) and had expected more for 2019 but with

the market declines in late 2018 the Bank of Canada held tight and that has brought the yield curve
down. Currently the expectation is for rates to hold and if the economy weakens we could see a

rate decrease.

I look forward to reviewing the projected disbursement schedule in June and structuring a laddered

maturity of money market instruments to match your cash flow requirements.

"CIBC Private Wealth Management" consists of services provided by CIBC and certain of its subsidiaries, through CIBC Private
Banking; CIBC Private Investment Counsel, a division of CIBC Asset Management Inc. ("CAM"); CIBC Trust Corporation; and CIBC
Wood Gundy, a division of CIBC World Markets Inc. ("WMI"). CIBC Private Banking provides solutions from CIBC Investor Services
Inc. ("ISI"), CAM and credit products. CIBC World Markets Inc. and ISI are both Members of the Canadian Investor Protection Fund
and Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada. CIBC Private Wealth Management services are available to qualified
individuals. The CIBC logo and "CIBC Private Wealth Management" are registered trademarks of CIBC.-14-



CIBC PRIVATE WEALTH MANAGEMENT CIBC WOOD GUNDY

CIBC PRIVATE WEALTH Cl BC WOOD GUNDY
MANAGEMENT

Yours very truly,

^
Randy E. Clowes, B.Comm, CIM, FCSI, RIAC
First Vice-President

Portfolio Manager

CIBC Wealth Management
Vancouver, B,C.

This information, including any opinion, is based on various sources believed to be reliable, but its accuracy cannot
be guaranteed and is subject to change. CIBC and CIBC World Markets Inc., their affiliates, directors, officers and
employees may buy, sell, or hold a position in securities of a company mentioned herein, its affiliates or subsidiaries,
and may also perform fmancial advisory services, investment banking or other services for, or have lending or other
credit relationships with the same. CIBC World Markets Inc. and its representatives will receive sales commissions
and/or a spread between bid and ask prices if you purchase, sell or hold the securities referred to above. © CIBC World
Markets Inc. 2020.

This report is not an official record. The information contained m this report is to assist you in managing your
investment portfolio recordkeeping and cannot be guaranteed as accurate for income tax purposes. In the event of a
discrepancy between this report and your client statement or tax slips, the client statement or tax slip should be
considered the official record of your account(s). Please consult your tax advisor for further information. Information
contained herein is obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but is not guaranteed. Some positions may be held
at other institutions not covered by the Canadian Investor Protection Fund (CIPF). Refer to your official statements to
determine which positions are eligible for CIPF protection or held in segregation. Calculations/projections are based
on a number of assumptions; actual results may differ. Yields/rates are as of the date of this report unless otherwise
noted. Benchmark totals on performance reports do not include dividend values unless the benchmark is a Total Return
Index, denoted with a reference to TR' or 'Total Return'. CIBC Wood Gundy is a division of CIBC World Markets
Inc., a subsidiary ofCIBC.
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CITY OF PITT MEADOWS
PORTFOLIO ALLOCATION

Category Amount

% of

Portfolio

Max % of

Portfolio

Government of Canada $ 0.00% 100%

Provincial Government $ 6,078,597.00 27.00% 50%

Schedule "A" Banks $ 7,996,762.00 36.00% 50%

Schedule "B" Banks $ 2,412,694.00
$5,700,000Pending as per Cheryl

As of December 31, 2019
balance of portfolio value was in cash.
The above was constructed with the following in mind:

1) Preservation of Capital

2) Insurance of Liquidity

3) Achievement of high returns

11.00%
26.00%

20%

KIVf\ I t Wl At ? ^

V,A?;AGI Ml N1 Prepared for: City of Pitt Meadows
Prepared by: Randy Clowes

This information, including any opinion, is based on various sources believed to be reliable, but its accuracy

cannot be guaranteed and is subject to change. CIBC and CIBC World Markets Inc., their affiliates, directors,
officers and employees may buy, sell, or hold a position in securities of a company mentioned herein, its affiliates

or subsidiaries, and may also perform financial advisory services, investment banking or other services for, or have

lending or other credit relationships with the same. CIBC World Markets Inc. and its representatives will receive
sales commissions and/or a spread between bid and ask prices if you purchase, sell or hold the securities referred
to above. © CIBC World Markets Inc. 2020.

This report is not an official record. The information contained in this report is to assist you in managing your
investment portfolio recordkeeping and cannot be guaranteed as accurate for income tax purposes. In the event of a

discrepancy between this report and your client statement or tax slips, the client statement or tax slip should be
considered the official record of your account(s). Please consult your tax advisor for further information. Information

contained herein is obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but is not guaranteed. Some positions may be

held at other institutions not covered by the Canadian Investor Protection Fund (CIPF). Refer to your official
statements to determine which positions are eligible for CIPF protection or held in segregation.
Calculations/projections are based on a number of assumptions; actual results may differ. Yields/rates are as of the
date of this report unless otherwise noted. Benchmark totals on performance reports do not include dividend values

unless the benchmark is a Total Return Index, denoted with a reference to TR' or 'Total Return'. CIBC Wood Gundy

is a division of CIBC World Markets Inc., a subsidiary of CIBC.

CIBC Private Wealth Management consists of services provided by CIBC and certain of its subsidiaries, including
CIBC Wood Gundy, a division of CIBC World Markets Inc.

"CIBC Private Wealth Management" is a registered trademark of CIBC, used under license. "Wood Gundy" is a

registered trademark of CIBC World Markets Inc.
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CIBC PRIVATE WEALTH
MANAGEMENT

PORTFOLIO PERFORMANCE (CAD)
As of December 31, 2019

C\Tf OF PITT MEADOWS (81014727)

Cash
Your Portfolio Manager: Randy Clowes

CIBCWOOD GUNDY

Starting Value

Inflows

Outflows

Income

1 YEAR
01/01/2019-12/31/2019

$44.270,865.51

$26,100,000.00

$-22.962,000.00

$556,721.63

3 YEARS
01/01/2017-12/31/2019

$ 34.763,006.53

$ 74,276.250.00

$-62,727,000.00

$1,384,749.09

5 YEARS
01/01/2015-12/31/2019

$24,668,500.35

$115,576.250.00

$ -94,822.000.00

$ 2,069,376.44

10 YEARS
01/01/2010-12/31/2019

$18,605.353.69

$218.512.250.00

$-194.576,744.19

$4.573,572.91

SINCE INCEPTION
01/01/2000-12/31/2019

$0.00

$373.905.394.90

$-337.150,236.66

$ 7,847,087.14

Ending Value $48,575,627.49 $48,575,627.49 $48,575,627.49 $48,575,627.49 $48.575,627.49

Tlme-Welghted-Net 2.603 % 1.715% 1.669% 2.256 % 5.103%

Notes: Values in percentage are annualized for periods of more than twelve months.

One or more underlying accounts are inactive or have been closed prior to the selected reporting period.

This report is not an official record. The information contained in this report is to assist you in managing your investment portfolio recordkeeping and cannot be guaranteed as accurate for income tax purposes. In the event of a Page:1 / 1
discrepancy between this report and your client statement or tax slips, the client statement or tax slip should be considered the official record ofyouraccount(s). Please consult your tax advisor for further information. Information 01/10/2020
contained herein is obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but is not guaranteed. Some positions may be held at other institutions not covered by the Canadian Investor Protection Fund (CIPF). Refer to your official statements to 12:38 PM
determine which positions are eligible for CIPF protection or held in segregation. Calculations/projections are based on a number of assumptions; actual results may differ. Yields/rates are as of the date of this report unless otherwise
noted. Benchmark totals on performance reports do not include dividend values unless the benchmark is a Total Return Index, denoted with a reference to TR'or Total Return'. CIBC Private Wealth Management consists of services
provided by CIBC and certain of its subsidiaries, including CIBC Wood Gundy, a division of CIBC World Markets Inc.
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CIBC PRIVATE WEALTH
MANAGEMENT

PORTFOLIO EVALUATION (CAD)
As of December 31, 2019

CITT OF PITT MEADOWS (810147271 Q

Cash
Your Portfolio Manager: Randy Clowes

CIBCWOOD GUNDY

Last Purchase Quantity Description Unit Cost Book Value Market Price Market VL % of Total G/L (%) Unrealized G/L **

CASH & CASH EQUIVALENTS

Cash

96 ACCOUNT BALANCE CAD

Securities Expiring Within a Year

07/09/2015 2,000,000 CIBC FUL (NON- 2.2% 9JL20

07/18/2019 16,000,000 CIBCFUL FLEXIBLE 20JL20

07/25/2017 1,400,000 LBC GIC A 2% 27JL20

04/04/2017 2,462,039 CPN ONTARIO 2DC20

1.000

100.000

100.000

100.000

98.649

96 1.000 96

2,000,000

16,000,000

1,400,000

2,428,771

100.000

100.878

100.000

98.264

2,000,000

16,140,432

1,400,000

2,419,308

$21,959,740

531,756

7,508,967

$8,040,723

$30,000,559

4.13

33.29

2.89

4.99

45.30%

1.10

15.49

16.59%

61.88%

0.88

(0.39)

0.00

140,432.00

0.00

-9,463.37

Total Securities Expiring Within a Year

High Interest Savings Account

12/06/2019 531,755.880 CIBC HIGH INTSVG A(5002)

12/06/2019 7,508,967.410 REN HIGH INT SVG AC(5000)

1.000

1.000

$ 21,828,771

531,756

7,508,967

0.60%

1.000

1.000

$130,968.63

0.00

0.00 fc

Total High Interest Savings Account

Total Cash & Cash Equh/alents

SHORT-TERM FIXED INCOME

Strip Bonds
04/04/2017
07/27/2017
12/17/2019

12/17/2019

2,507,217 CPN MANITOBA 5SP21

1,420,000 CPN ONTARIO 2DC21

1,094,631 CPN MANITOBA 5MR23

1,356,995 CPN NOVA SCOTIA 1JN23

$8,040,723

$29,869,591 0.44%

$0.00

$ 130.968.63

97.293

96.278

94.256

93.658

104.250

98.350

100.350

2,439,350

1,367,155

1,031,752

1,270,931

$6,109.187

1,042,500

2,950,500

3,010,500

$7,003,500

96.709

96.355

93.547

92.974

101.269

99.345

100.280

2,424,699

1,368,247

1,023,997

1,261,654

$6,078,597

1,012,694

2,980,350

3,008,412

$7,001/456

5.00

2.82

2.11

2.60

12.54%

2.09

6.15

6.21

14.44%

(0.60)

0.08

(0.75)

(0.73)

(0.50)%

(2.86)

1.01

(0.07)

(0.03)%

-14,650.85

1,092.09

-7,754.89

-9,277.11

$-30,590.77

-29,806.00

29,850.00

-2,088.00

$-2,044.00

Total Strip Bonds

Canadian Bank Paper

06/24/2016

07/27/2017

07/27/2017

1,000,000 HSBC BK CDA 2.908% 29SP21

3,000,000 BNS DPST NT 1.83% 27AP22

3,000,000 BMO FIXD 2.27%11JL22

Total Canadian Bank Paper

Guaranteed Investment Certificate

07/25/2017 1,400,000 CDN WEST A 2.1%25JL22 100.000 1,400,000 100.000 1,400,000 2.89

This report is not an official record. The information contained in this report is to assist you in managing your investment portfolio recordkeeping and cannot be guaranteed as accurate for income tax purposes. In the eveni
discrepancy between this report and your client statement or tax slips, the client statement or tax slip should be considered the official record ofyouraccount(s). Please consult your tax advisor for further information. Info!

intofa
Information

official statements to
;ss otherwise

sen/ices

0.00

Page: 1/2
01/10/2020

12:36 PM
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CIBC PRIVATE WEALTH
MANAGEMENT

PORTFOLIO EVALUATION (CAD)
As of December 31, 2019

CITY OF PITT MEADOWS (81 0147271Q
Cash
Your Portfolio Manager: Randy Clowes

CIBCWOOD GUNDY

Last Purchase Quantity Description Unit Cost Book Value Market Price Market VL % of Total G/L(%) UnrealizedG/L'1

Principal Protected Note

12/18/2019 20,000.000 CIBC CDN EQTY GWT/D Ser 3 (6020) 100.000 2,000,000 100.000 2,000,000 4.13 0.00

Total Short-Term Fbced Income

CANADIAN EQUITY

Mutual Funds Income

08/10/2017 20,000.000 CIBC CDN EQ GWTH Gl(1289) 100.000

$16,512,687

2,000,000

$16/480,053 33.99% (0.20)%

100.000 2,000,000 4.13

$-32,634.77

0.00

Total $48,382,278 $48/180,612 0.20% $98,333.87

Accrued Interest:

Declared and Unpaid Dividends:
Total Portfolio Value:

$95,015

$48,575,627

* The exchange rate and transfer date are calculated using default values.

** Where applicable, Unrealized G/L includes accumulated interest. Accumulated interest is included in the "Unit Cost" / "Invested Cost" and in the "Book Value" / "Invested Capital" columns.

This report is not an official record. The information contained in this report is to assist you in managing your investment portfolio recordkeeping and cannot be guaranteed as accurate for income tax purposes. In the event of a
discrepancy between this report and your client statement or tax slips, the client statement or tax slip should be considered the official record of your account(s). Please consult your tax advisor for further information. Information
contained herein is obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but is not guaranteed. Some positions may be held at other institutions not covered by the Canadian Investor Protection Fund (CIPF). Refer to your official statements to

determine which positions are eligible for CIPF protection or held in segregation. Calculations/projertions are based on a number of assumptions; actual results may differ. Yields/rates are as of the date of this report unless otherwise
noted. Benchmark totals on performance reports do not include dividend values unless the benchmark is a Total Return Index, denoted with a reference to 'TR' or 'Total Return'. CIBC Private Wealth Management consists of services
provided by CIBC and certain of its subsidiaries, including CIBC Wood Gundy, a division of CIBC World Markets Inc.

Page:2/2
01/10/2020

12:36 PM
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r CITY OF

Pitt Meadows
The ^laG^l Place ATTACHMENT

Investments

Effective Date:

Revised Date:

Revised Date:

Revised Date:

September 3, 1991

May 6, 2008

March 4,2014

July 22, 2014
Reaffirmed Date: June 16, 2015

Purpose:

The purpose of this policy is to ensure that the investment of public funds is handled with due

care.

Objectives:

The investment of public money must reflect a conservative philosophy based on the following

three prioritized objectives:

(1) Safety of Principal - Investments shall be made to ensure the preservation of capital

through placement of funds with creditworthy institutions and through portfolio

diversification;

(2) Liquidity - The investment portfolio shall remain sufficiently liquid to meet all

reasonably anticipated operating requirements; and

(3) Maximization of Returns - The investment portfolio shall be designed with the

objective of maximizing market rate of return subject to the investment risk constraints

and liquidity requirements of the City.

Requirements to Meet Objectives:

City of Pitt Meadows

COUNCIL POLICY C055
Page I of 4

#504Slv4
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CITY OF

iJS Pitt Mleadows
SS'SM The -n^z^ Place

(I) All investments must be made in accordance with section 183 of the Community Charter

which reads as follows:

Money held by a municipality that is not immediately required may only be invested or

reinvested in one or more of the following:

a) securities of the Municipal Finance Authority;

b) pooled investment funds under Section 16 of the Municipal Finance Authority

Act;

c) securities of Canada or of a province;

d) securities guaranteed for principal and interest by Canada or a province;

e) securities of a municipality or regional district or greater board;

f) investments guaranteed by a chartered bank;

g) deposits in a savings institution, or non-equity or membership shares of a credit

union;

h) other investments specifically authorized under this or another Act.

(2) All securities invested in must achieve a rating of better than or equivalent to R-1 Low

as determined by Dominion Bond Rating Services, or equivalent. Long term

investments (beyond I year) would require BBB rating or higher as determined by

Dominion Bond Rating Services and comply with Sector Limitations, as outlined in

Appendix A.

(3) Investments with maturity dates of greater than one year, specific debtors/guarantors

are limited, as outlined in Appendix A.

(4) Only liquid or callable financial instruments should be invested in for each calendar

year's cash flow needs.

(5) Funds of the Municipal revenue and reserve funds can be pooled for investment

purposes.

(6) All securities must be held in safekeeping by a recognized financial institution.

(7) Investment transactions occur electronically (i.e.; no physical cheque is drawn).

Investment transactions that occur between the City chequing account and the City

investment account (including investment roll-overs within the investment account),

must be approved by the Director of Finance & Facilities (or designate).

City of Pitt Meadows

COUNCIL POLICY C055
Page 2 of 4

#50451v4
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CITY OF

kJ3 Pitt Meadows
M The r^G^l Place

(8) All other investment transactions must be approved by the Director of Finance &

Facilities (or designate) and either the Mayor, Deputy Mayor, or Chief Administrative

Officer (or designate). Written confirmation of all transactions must be obtained and

maintained in the investment file.

Prudence:

Investments shall be made with the degree of judgment and care that persons of prudence,

discretion and intelligence would exercise in the management of their own affairs, not for

speculation, but with priority given firstly to safety of principle, secondly to liquidity and thirdly

to maximization of returns.

The standard of prudence to be executed by the Director of Finance & Facilities (or designate),

Council, or Chief Administrative Officer (or designate) making investment decisions shall be the

'prudent person" standard whereby those who act in accordance with the City's investment

policy and exercise due diligence shall be relieved of personal responsibility for an individual

security's credit risk or market price changes provided that deviations from expectations are

reported in a timely fashion, and the liquidity and sale of securities are carried out in

accordance with the terms of this policy.

Reporting:

A report shall be prepared annually by the Director of Finance & Facilities and presented to

Council no later than May 15th which identifies the investments held as at the prior December

3 1st, the overall rate of return on the investment portfolio, discloses any variance from this

policy and will provide appropriate industry benchmarks.

City of Pitt Meadows

COUNCIL POLICY C055
Page 3 of 4

#50451v4
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CITY OF

Pitt Meadows
The T^Z^^ Place

APPENDIX A

Investments with maturities of greater than one year shall be invested only in securities

issued/guaranteed by the following entities, and the share of the investment portfolio (including

investments with maturities of greater than one year only) held therein, shall not exceed the %

stated below:

Government of Canada

Provinces of Canada

Federal or Provincial Principal Protected Notes (PPN's)

Municipal Finance Authority of BC

Schedule A Banks*

Schedule B Banks

Guaranteed Investment Certificates - Schedule A or B Banks

100%
50%
20%
30%
50%
20%
20%

*Within the Schedule A Banks category, PPNs could be utilized to a maximum of 20%

In accordance with Sector Term Limitation, five year laddering of maturity dates will be utilized,

whenever possible, but the ability to extend maturities to a maximum of 10 years is permitted.

City of Pitt Meadows

COUNCIL POLICY COS5
Page 4 of 4
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